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Why would a RouteOne Dealer want RouteOne Prequalification?

Integration between RouteOne Pre-Qualification which interacts with 700Credit - Quick Qualify enables Dealers to access Sales leads with 
enhanced credit information without generally needing the consumer to provide SSN info, and does NOT impact consumer credit.

Which Dealers can use Pre-qualification?

An active Digital Retail - Premium subscription is required before Prequalification can be added.

How much does it cost to use RouteOne Pre-qualification?

RouteOne does not charge the dealer for activation or use of Pre-qualification; however, a 700 Credit - Quick Qualify is needed.

How can a dealer activate Pre-qualification in RouteOne?

The subscription process begins in RouteOne.  Beneath the Digital Retail Premium Service option the dealer will find the Pre-Qualification for Digital Retail 
Subscription panel which looks something like.

Selecting Subscribe will present a RouteOne eDPA document which needs to be accepted before the process can continue.

Once completed, dealer information is transmitted to 700Credit, and Contracting documents for 700 Credit are made available.  

one for dealers who already have a master agreement with 700 Credit
one for dealers who DO NOT already have a master agreement with 700 Credit

One of these needs to be completed before final activation can take place.

Due Diligence takes place at 700 Credit, and if successful, 700 Credit sends activation messages to RouteOne which alters the subscribing dealer via 
email, and the Prequalification application in RouteOne becomes active.

Can a dealer customize the RouteOne - Prequalification - Consumer experience?

Once subscription is activated, customizations by the dealer are accessible from the Digital Retail information panel in the Prequalification section.
From here the dealer can specify email text, thresholds for prequal credit email and success message functionality, look and feel, and 
required field settings

When RouteOne Pre-qualification is activate, how can it be integrated in my Dealer site?

Route One provides a dealer site integration document at:

- https://www.routeone.com/training/installing-pre-qualification-form

https://www.routeone.com/training/installing-pre-qualification-form


Where does a dealer get access to Pre-qualification data in RouteOne?

Whether the 700Credit quick qualify is successful or not, completion of the Consumer form results in a Lead being generated in RouteOne, which is 
available from the Lead Manager Screen (Deals>Lead Manager)

If a lead has Prequalification data available an icon is presented which, when clicked will show 700Credit Prequalification data.
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